Run 18 July 2167
Traditional Run
Hares: Pushup
Waste of Fucking Time
There was a good turnout in the car park of the junction of Simpson and Sir Samuel Griffin
Drive, and it looked to be a goooooooood night to Run.

Pushup Briefed us, with simple instructions – it was to be a traditional hash run from the
1970’sand that we would NOT need a torch!!!!!! Mmmmm Never trust a hashman.
The on-on was called and the trail started off down a River bed. The pack strung out in a long
line and from near the front behind, Tinkerbelle and Bugs a long line of fairy lights tinkled down
along the river. It was lucky that no one broke an ankle as we tripped, cursed and stumbled over
the rocks. Some clever Short cutters discovered that the trail ran along the road parallel to the
river, such as Craft, Pussy Galore and others!!!!. Anyway….. the run took us through a couple
of large tunnels and back along the river and then to a regroup on the road.
From the regroup the hard work really started, we ran around the mountain, up and down, the
trail took us through some pretty thick Bush and on-on down some narrow rocky paths. The

general feeling do date the run has been none too serious and at one stage, Miles O’Tool even
had the opportunity to sit down for a rest. He looked so relaxed and was taking his time I nearly
offered him a cup of Tea.
The pack also got caught at a clever CB. We came out of the bush onto a two-way, Tinkerbelle
went left and the pack went right – we went right down the hill and after about 10 arrows, round
a bend to the CB. In true spirit the FRB’s hushed up and switched of the torches which allowed
the rest of the hashmen to catch up. We would not want them missing out on any of the run,
would we?
After some cussing, we continued, up and down the hills with little fairy lights strung out along
the paths and the distant cries of On-On echoing through the mountain(s). Eventually we came
onto a residential road near the GAP where we able to mill around in confusion without getting
ripped to pieces by wait-a-minuet trees. The FRB’s were caught in another CB. At this stage we
had been running for 45min when we started to take stock. Some of the more mature (Auld
Gitts) Hashmen mentioned that we were a long way off from the care park at Simpson road. In
Fact we were told, (Thanx Miles) that we would have to run over the hill were the channel 10
Station was, not a prospect many relished – it looked pretty…erh long. One consolation – we
were not going to make it in 15 min. So off we went – it was a tough climb straight through the
bush, in good old 1970 hash style. When the pack arrived at the top of the hill thankfully there
was a regroup. 18 hashmen started the run and we counted 19 at the RG, so we decided to get
going while we were ahead. On-On we went down the hill on a treacherous track – especially
with a light that was getting weaker by the foot step. It was complete with large rocks positioned
to twist angles and pull hamstrings. Moaning aside we ran down the hill to the Circle in 1hour
20 min. Most people were back within a few minutes of the first FRB with only Dr.Who who
took a wrong turn left to come in about 7 min after that main pack. We all made it.
The circle was pretty raucous but otherwise short. Of course the hares were iced for extending
the run past the cursory hour. There was a few other misdemeanors, Beach ball, Radar and Miles
O’Tool. The food was good - $1 Snags. The hares loaded the ketchup bottle with hot Chillies
well done a nice touch……. Love it!!!!!!

Great run – a good work out up and down the hills………………………………….well done!!
Run: 9/10
On-On: 8/10
Food: 8/10
Shit of the Week: – Miles O'Tool
On On Chips

